
Store the products loosely spaced in the room in which they are to be installed 1 to 2 weeks before
installation.
Lay the product on a level surface off the ground.
The product must be stored at a temperature equivalent to service conditions. The ideal storage
temperature for the panels is 15–22ºC.
Take special precautions if there is a heater or other similar heat source in the storage area. It is important to
avoid high humidity levels and temperatures exceeding 25ºC.
Leave the product in the original packaging for the duration of storage. Do not remove the shrink wrap until
just before installation.

Keep in mind that the installation of the product is part of the finishing of the home. Products do not
withstand the fluctuations in humidity levels occurring in the course of construction. Please consider this
already when planning the work sequence especially in case of new building projects. 
Wet work must also be done before installing the product. If wet work is done after installing the product,
the product will absorb moisture and swell. 
Make sure that that you have a sufficient number of LAUDE-boards because colour variations may occur
between delivery lots. This is important especially with hardwood and translucent colours.
Remember to treat trimmed edges to prevent cracking due to moisture.
Provide efficient lighting throughout the installation process.
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LAUDE boards are pre-finished
on three visible sides.  

The boards are made of
sustainable Nordic Wood 
and are also suitable for
other construction.
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PREPARATIONS FOR INSTALLATION



The boards are made of sustainable Nordic Wood and are also suitable for other construction. 
LAUDE board is not load-bearing element, it requires a load-bearing frame. LAUDE-board is the surface
material that comes on top of the frame. 
LAUDE front board is pre-drilled. Front board is attached by drilling from below. Siparila recommends
4,5x100 screws for attachment.

Remember to treat trimmed edges to prevent cracking due to moisture.
After using your sauna, allow the surfaces to dry and ensure that the room is well ventilated.
We recommend leaving the heater on for at least half an hour with the air vent open and the door and
windows closed.
Please ensure that excess water doesn’t pool on the wooden surfaces.
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For more information: www.siparila.fi

Do not install any defective produtcs. An installed product is deemed
to have been accepted in terms of quality.

Always check the product on receiving for any damage in transit.


